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Barchan dune asymmetry refers to the extension of one barchan limb downwind. It is a common dune
form on Earth and also occurs on Mars and Titan. A new classification of barchan limbs is presented
where three types of limb morphology are identified: linear, kinked and beaded. These, along with other
dune-scale morphological signatures, are used to identify three of the causes of barchan asymmetry on
Mars: bi-directional winds, dune collision and the influence of inclined topography.

The potential for specific dune asymmetric morphologies to indicate aspects of the formative wind
regime on planetary surfaces is shown. For example, the placement of dune limbs can indicate the general
direction and relative strength of formative oblique winds; an extreme barchan limb length may indicate
a long duration oblique wind; a kinked limb may be evidence of the passage of a storm; beaded limbs
may represent surface-wave instabilities caused by an increase in wind energy parallel to the dune. A
preliminary application of these signatures finds evidence for bi-modal winds on Mars. However, these
and other morphological signatures of wind direction and relative strength should be applied to plane-
tary landforms with caution as more than one process (e.g., bi-modal winds and collision) may be oper-
ating together or sequentially on the dunefield. In addition, analysis should be undertaken at the
dunefield scale and not on individual dunes. Finally, morphological data should be acquired from simi-
lar-scale dunes within a dunefield.

In addition to bi-modal wind regimes on Mars, the frequent parallel alignment of the extended barchan
limb to the dune suggests that dune collision is also an important cause of asymmetry on Mars. Some of
the more complex dunefield patterns result from a combination of dune collision, limb extension and
merging with downwind dunes.

Dune asymmetric form does not inhibit dune migration in the Namib Desert or on Mars. Data from the
Namib suggest that dune migration rates are similar for symmetric and asymmetric dunes. Further mod-
eling and field studies are needed to refine our understanding of the potential range of limb and dune
morphologies that can result from specific asymmetry causes.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Synoptic-scale wind regime and sediment availability are consid-
ered to be important controls on sand dune type. In a perhaps over-
simplified view, barchan dunes are stated to occur where there is low
sand availability and nearly uni-directional winds. By contrast, star
dunes occur where sand is abundant and wind variability is at a max-
imum (Wasson and Hyde, 1983). On Mars, ground-based meteoro-
logical data are only available for three sites on the planet and
cover very short time periods. In the absence of instrumented data,
geomorphic features such as ventifacts, wind streaks, dust-devil
tracks and dunes have been used to infer average formative wind
directions (e.g., Bridges et al., 1999; Greeley et al., 2003; Ward and
ll rights reserved.
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Doyle, 1983). These proxy wind data constrain and test global and
meso-scale atmospheric circulation models that are scaled to orbi-
tal, seasonal and diurnal time scales (e.g., Fenton et al., 2005; Toigo
and Richardson, 2003). On planetary bodies such as Mars, where
there is an absence of meteorological data, sand dunes also have
the potential to be used as a proxy for formative wind regime and
sand supply (Bourke and Goudie, 2009). In addition, certain attri-
butes of dune morphology, such as barchan asymmetry, have the po-
tential to provide information on the more short-term but
geomorphologically effective wind regime variations. These data
would provide an additional and useful parameter by which to test
output from atmospheric models. The focus of this paper is to pres-
ent the variety of morphologies associated with asymmetric barchan
dunes and use published morphological models to infer the causes
those resultant forms. The ultimate aim is to investigate the poten-
tial of utilizing specific asymmetric morphologies to indicate vari-
able wind regimes on planetary surfaces.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2009.08.023
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2. Taxonomy of asymmetric limb morphology on Mars

Barchan asymmetry refers to the extension of one barchan limb
downwind. In some deserts on Earth, asymmetry is so prevalent
that symmetrical barchans are thought to be the exception (Maing-
uet, 1984). Barchan asymmetry has been identified on other bodies
in our Solar System including Mars (Edgett and Malin, 2000) (Figs. 1
and 2) and Titan (Radebaugh et al., in press).

Dune asymmetry is common on Mars, affecting dunes of all
sizes. At many sites the same limb is extended on all dunes
(Fig. 1a and b). At other locations, however non-uniform patterns
of limb extension may predominate (Fig. 2) even leading to super-
position of limbs (Fig. 2d). Resultant dunefield ridge patterns can
be highly complex (Fig. 2a) suggesting that there are several causes
of dune asymmetry on Mars.

Barchan limbs on Earth and Mars display discrete morpholo-
gies. These have not been previously described or classified.
Three classes of limbs are identified. These provide distinct mor-
phological signatures that may be useful in identifying formation
controls such as individual windstorms or dune collision events.
Limb morphology is broadly categorized here as linear, beaded
and kinked.
Fig. 1. Examples of barchan asymmetry on Mars. The same limb extends on each dune a
75.16�W; 73.55�N, 5.09 m/pixel. Illumination is from the right. Box shows location of (
6.76 m/pixel. Illumination is from the right. Box shows location of (d). North is top righ
Linear limbs are generally straight, but can have seif-like form.
They can taper downwind (Fig. 3c and d) or assume a more rounded
termination (Fig. 3b). Some have well developed crestlines (Fig. 3c)
and others have slipfaces, generally on the dune-ward side
(Fig. 3a). The majority of linear limbs on Mars have neither crestlines
nor slipfaces. This may be due to the formative mechanism, a period
of quiescence in limb extension, induration or because a crestline is
un-resolvable at the available image resolution.

The second class, beaded limbs, have relatively broad, rounded
and high sections that alternate with relatively narrow, low sec-
tions, resembling a string of beads (Fig. 4). For some limbs, the
broadest section occurs at the tip (Fig. 4b and d).

Kinked limbs have a distinct, angular change in downwind
alignment followed by straight sections of variable length
(Fig. 5). The apex of the kink often has a well developed slipface.
Some limbs have several kinks with tortuous sinuosity or unusual
limb alignment (Fig. 6).

Limb morphologies on barchanoid dunes are similar to those
listed above, but of note is the extreme length of the asymmetric
limbs and also on occasion, the symmetric extension of both limbs
(Fig. 2b). Barchanoid dunes on Earth have not been noted to display
this morphology.
cross the dunefields. (a) Mars orbiter camera (MOC) narrow angle image R2300624,
c). North is at top left. (b) MOC narrow angle image E1601828, 82.40�W, 79.56�N,
t. (c) Subset of (a) above. (d) Subset of (b) above.



Fig. 2. Examples of barchan asymmetry with a complex limb extension pattern and unusually long limb lengths. (a) Alternate limb extension on juxtaposed barchan and
barchanoid dunes lead to complex dunefield patterns. MOC narrow angle image E0200131, 245.85�W; 77.8�N, 4.87 m/pixel. Illumination is from the left. North is top right.
(b) Example of asymmetry on barchanoid dune. Note the long length of the extending limb. The adjacent dune to the bottom is an example of extension of both limbs. MOC
narrow angle image M0202835, 255.24�W; 78.66�N, 3.22 m/pixel. Illumination is from the left. North is top right. (c) Barchanoid dune with asymmetric barchan in interdune.
Note the different orientation of the two dunes. This illustrates the role of dune scale in dune reconstitution. It also suggests a complex wind patterns in the interdune. MOC
narrow angle image M0202629, 240.67�W; 76.70�N, 3.22 m/pixel. Illumination is from the left. North is towards top of image. (d) Opposite limb asymmetry in a north polar
dunefield leading to limb superposition. MOC narrow angle image E0101781, 256.02�W; 76.67�N, 4.86 m/pixel. North is top right of image and illumination is from the
bottom left.
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3. Causes of barchan asymmetry on Earth

On Earth, four causes of dune asymmetry have been identified.
First, it is proposed to be a response to bi-directional winds (Bag-
nold, 1941; Holm, 1960; King, 1918; McKee, 1966; Melton, 1940;
Norris, 1966; Tsoar, 1984). Second, asymmetry is caused by dune
collision (Close-Arceduc, 1969; Hersen and Douady, 2005). Third,
it is caused by asymmetry in sediment supply (Rim, 1958) and
fourth, it is associated with variations in topography such as local
breaks in slope (Finkel, 1959; Long and Sharp, 1964). Of these four
mechanisms, the bi-directional model has received most attention.
Data in support of the remaining three mechanisms are few and
their efficacy remains to be demonstrated and fully understood
in a field context. These four models of barchan asymmetry are de-
scribed below.

3.1. Bi-directional wind models

Predominantly bi-directional wind regimes have been shown to
cause the preferential extension of a barchan limb.
The effect of variable wind direction and relative strengths are
discussed in two models. The more frequently cited model is that
proposed by Tsoar (1984). He proposes that the barchan dune is
oriented parallel to the strong wind regime and is modified by
the gentler winds that trend oblique to the barchan. The limb fur-
thest from the approaching gentle wind is extended and the closest
limb is eroded (Fig. 7a). The longer limb is extended by oblique
winds in a manner similar to the development of seif dunes (Tsoar,
1978, 1982, 1983).

An example of dunes formed in a bi-modal wind regime are
located in Peru (Fig. 8a). These dunes have asymmetric develop-
ment of the western limb, likely caused by the less frequent,
gentler oblique winds from the SSE (157�) (Fig. 8b). Similarly,
the dunes at Doha, Qatar (Fig. 9) show asymmetry of the wes-
tern limbs likely influenced by winds from the north and north
northeast. Fig. 9b shows that the dunefield is subject to winds
from a variety of directions. This indicates that the interpretation
of a strictly bi-modal regime using dune asymmetry may ex-
clude other important sediment transporting wind directions
that occur in the region.



Fig. 3. Examples of linear asymmetric limbs on Mars and Earth. (a) Asymmetric dune in Herschel crater. HiRISE image PSP 2728_1645, 131.9�E; 15.1�S, 25 cm/pixel.
Illumination is from the left. North is at top of image. (b) Dune in the North Polar area. The limb appears to have a low height relative to the body of the dune. There is a slight
bulge at tip suggesting the potential for calving of a dome from the limb tip. Inset shows ripples parallel to dune orientation. HiRISE image PSP_001660_2570, 76.7�N; 109.6�E,
50 cm/pixel. Illumination is from the bottom left. North is at top of image. (c) Linear morphology with sharp crestline. The long limb length suggests a long duration oblique
wind. MOC narrow angle image E0200131, 245.85�W; 77.8�N, 4.87 m/pixel. Illumination is from the bottom left. North is top right of image. (d) Tapered linear limb in Qatar,
25�308.7200N, 51�23039.7100E. Image used with permission from Google Earth. Illumination is from the bottom and north is to the top of the image.

Fig. 4. Examples of beaded limb morphology on Earth and Mars. (a) Beaded limb, Peru, 15�6044.1400S, 75�15031.7200W. Illumination is from the top and north is to the top of
the image. Image used with permission from Google Earth. (b) Well developed bead forms (proto domes?) on barchan limb. The limb on the northern dune appears to have
calved from the barchan dune. MOC narrow angle image E0400575, 262.62�W; 76.06�N, 4.85 m/pixel. North is to top right of image and illumination is from the bottom right.
(c) Two elongate beads on a small barchan. MOC narrow angle image M0202629, 240.67�W; 76.70�N, 3.22 m/pixel. North is at top of image and illumination is from the
bottom left. (d) The larger bead at the limb tip is a proto-dune or it may be the resultant morphology of the downwind merging of an extending limb with a small barchan/
dome dune (see also dune in (b), above). MOC narrow angle image E0200045, 260.41�W; 76.21�N, 4.85 m/pixel. North is at top right of image and illumination is from the left.
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Fig. 5. Examples of kinked limb morphologies on Earth and Mars with slipface development on the dune-ward side of the limb. (a) Kinked limb, Peru, 14�45053.5600S;
75�28056.2300W. Illumination is from the top right and north is to the top of the image. Image used with permission from Google Earth. (b) Kinked limb, Mars, MOC narrow
angle image E0200039, 235.5�W; 79.35�N, 4.88 m/pixel. Illumination is from the bottom left. North is at top of image. c) Kinked limb, Mars, MOC narrow angle image
M0204193, 239.61�W; 76.72�N, 3.22 m/pixel. Illumination is from the left and north is to the top of the image. (d) Kinked limb, Mars, MOC narrow angle image M0204193,
239.61�W; 76.72�N, 3.22 m/pixel. Illumination is from the bottom and north is to the top right of the image.

Fig. 6. Examples of unusual kinked morphologies including tortuous sinuosity (a) and ‘question mark’ morphology (c). (a) Tortuous sinuosity. MOC narrow angle image
M0202835, 255.24�W; 78.66�N, 3.22 m/pixel. Illumination is from the bottom left and north is at top of image. (b) Seif-like morphology but with distinct kink (arrow). MOC
narrow angle image M0202835, 255.24�W; 78.66�N, 3.22 m/pixel. Illumination is from the bottom left and north is at top of image. (c) ‘Question mark’ dune. MOC narrow
angle image M0202835, 255.24�W; 78.66�N, 3.22 m/pixel. Illumination is from the bottom left and north is at top of image.
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Fig. 7. Schematic of models of dune asymmetry caused by bi-modal wind regimes and dune collision. Arrow orientation indicates wind direction and arrow head size
indicates relative strengths of winds. (a) After Tsoar (1984). (b) After Bagnold (1941). (c) Dune collision (absorption) (Endo et al., 2004). (d) Dune collision (impending)
(Hersen and Douady, 2005).

Fig. 9. An example of dune asymmetry caused by bi-modal winds as proposed by Tsoar (1984). (a) Asymmetric barchan dunes in Doha, Qatar. The main wind directions that
formed the barchans is oblique to the elongated left horn. Illumination is from the bottom and north is to the top of the image. Image used with permission from Google Earth.
(b) Sand rose calculated for Doha airport, (1973–1993) located approximately 30 km east of dunes in (a). The sand rose shows secondary winds from several directions (short
blue lines), but dominantly from 0� and 23� which should lead to elongation of the western limb of the larger barchans. It is notable that many of the smaller dunes are
symmetrical. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. An example of dune asymmetry caused by bi-modal winds as proposed by Tsoar (1984). (a) Asymmetric barchan dunes in Peru. The main wind directions that formed
the barchans is oblique to the elongated left horn. Image used with permission from Google Earth. Illumination is from the top right and north is to the top of the image. (b)
Sand rose calculated for San Juan de Marcona airport, Peru (1973–1993) located approximately 30 km south of dunes in (a). Figure shows the drift potentials (DP – blue
vectors), resultant drift direction (RDD – red vector) or net trend of sand drift under the influence of winds from different directions, and resultant drift potential (RDP). The
length of the blue line indicates the frequency of each wind direction. The secondary drift potential (short blue line) from 157� leads to elongation of the western limb of the
larger barchans. Note that several of the smaller barchans are symmetric. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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The important role of bi-modal wind regimes was recognized by
Bagnold (1941, p. 223). He suggested that asymmetry was initiated
by storm events that are oriented oblique to the dune (and not gen-
tler winds as proposed later by Tsoar). Asymmetry develops on the
windward barchan limb and is sustained and enhanced by gentler
winds that parallel the barchan form (Fig. 7b). To date, only one
field example of Bagnold’s model has been identified (Lancaster,
1980). Further, modeling studies have not successfully generated
barchan asymmetry under Bagnold’s proposed wind regime (Part-
eli, 2007). Therefore, it would seem that while the concept of the
bi-modal regime for dune asymmetry has survived the test of time,
Bagnold’s inferred relative wind strengths and direction still re-
mains to be proven. The presentation of the model is retained here
so that researchers may continue to look for evidence of Bagnold’s
inferred wind directions.

Relative wind duration may be as important as relative wind
strength in causing the onset of asymmetry. A modeling study indi-
cated that a barchan arm will elongate in the resultant direction if
the oblique wind lasts longer than 25% of the duration of the pri-
mary wind (directional variability was modeled at 120�) (Parteli,
2007). Further field and modeling studies are required to establish
the importance of relative wind duration or relative wind strength
in the development of asymmetry.

3.1.1. Dune collision
The potential of dune collisions to distort morphology was

noted by others but specific field examples are rare (Close-Arceduc,
1969; Grolier et al., 1974). In a study of barchan and transverse
dunes in Antarctica the collision of small barchans into larger bar-
Fig. 10. (a) Overview of dunefield in Sudan (18�48012.5300N, 25�10020.4100E) where collis
and north is to the top of the image. Locations of image subsets (b–d) are indicated by
alternate limb extension to dune in (b) with no evidence of collision. (d) Similar-size bar
always trigger asymmetry. (e) Limb merging with windward slope of barchan causing
permission from Google Earth.
chan limbs downwind was suggested to contribute to the elonga-
tion of the target barchan limbs (Bourke et al., 2009a).

Evidence of the efficacy of collision as a cause for asymmetry
comes predominantly from flume and modeling studies. Endo
et al. (2004) undertook table top flume studies of two (a large
and a small) moving barchans in uni-directional water flow.
Although not noted specifically in their study, their data show that
absorption of the smaller impacting barchan by the larger down
flow barchan led to the development of asymmetry (their figure
is partly reproduced here as Fig. 7c).

The impending collision of dunes may also cause an adjustment
of form. This was first noted by Shehata et al. (1992) who sug-
gested that upwind dunes may modify the local wind regime so
as to cause asymmetry in downwind dunes. This effect was dem-
onstrated in a later modeling study (Hersen and Douady, 2005).
It was found that where the impending collision is offset from
the central axis of target dunes and the windward slope of the
downwind dune is eroded by the wake of the advancing smaller
dune, sand is preferentially directed through one horn leading to
its elongation (Fig. 7d).

An additional collision model proposed that the extension and
merging of limbs with downwind dunes may enhance the length
of the asymmetric arm (Bourke et al., 2009a). A time series of aerial
photographs from the Victoria Valley dunefield in Antarctica
showed that a downwind barchan was ‘captured’ by the extending
limb of a larger upwind barchan to form a linear asymmetric arm.
In the first time-step (1961), there are two dunes, the smaller of
which lies downwind of a barchan limb. In the next time-step
(1981), these two dunes have merged by the attachment of the
ion is the likely trigger of barchan asymmetry. Illumination is from the lower right
boxes. (b) Example of impending collision causing limb extension. (c) Example of

chan collision with no asymmetric limb extension indicating that collision does not
extension of limb. Location of dune is 380 km northeast of (a). Images used with
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limb to the windward slope of the smaller dune. In the final time-
step (2001), the upwind dune is strongly asymmetric and the
downwind dune no longer exists (see Fig. 9d in Bourke et al.,
2009a).

Satellite images of a dunefield in Sudan show an example of
asymmetry caused by collision. There the collision and merging be-
tween an upwind limb and the downwind dune has caused exten-
sion of the south western limb (Fig. 10e). Fig. 10b is an example of
where the close approach of a dune causes asymmetry. At the
dunefield scale, there are examples of symmetric dunes, dunes
with northwest limbs extending (Fig. 10b) and dunes with south-
east limbs extending (Fig. 10c). This dune form assemblage (at
Fig. 11. The potential influence of topography in the development of barchan asymmetry
underlying bedrock protrude as low ridges (14�52026.4300S, 75�30058.3100W). Location of (
image. (b) Example of three barchans that extend their eastern limb across topographic r
except where influenced by topography (see Fig. 8b for regional sand rose). Images use
the dunefield scale) may be the key morphologic signature to iden-
tify dune collision as a cause of barchan asymmetry. Further work
is required on the role of collision in triggering barchan asymme-
try, particularly to elucidate on examples where collision does
not cause asymmetry (Fig. 10d).

3.1.2. Asymmetric sediment supply
An asymmetric sediment supply was demonstrated in labora-

tory experiments to be a potential cause of dune asymmetry
(Rim, 1958). Lancaster (1982) suggested that the increased avail-
ability of sediment proximal to a dunefield in the Namib Desert
caused asymmetry in the barchan limbs closest to the sand sea
in Peru. (a) Barchan dunefield migrating across landscape where resistant layers in
b) is outlined by black box. Illumination is from the top and north is to the top of the
ise. Wind regime in the area is bi-modal resulting in the extension of western limbs,
d with permission from Google Earth.
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margin. The author has undertaken a search of sand seas globally
and has not identified examples of asymmetric dunes in close
proximity to the sand sea margin, except where the influence of
bi-modal wind regimes is likely.

3.1.3. Topography
The interaction of barchans with local topography (e.g., gullies

and bedrock exposures) can distort dune shape and lead to asym-
metry (Long and Sharp, 1964). In addition, sloping surfaces can also
cause asymmetry. Finkel (1959) attributed the asymmetric exten-
sion of the western limb of dunes in Peru to the westward sloping
surface. However, others have noted symmetrical dunes migrating
along a 23� slope in Peru (Gay, 1999, his Fig. 11) suggesting that the
underlying slope may not always trigger asymmetry.

A topographic influence is suggested for the barchans in Fig. 11.
This dunefield is located close to the dunes in Fig. 8 and the bi-
modal wind regime for this region suggests that the western limb
should extend. However in these examples, the eastern limbs are
extended as the dunes approach and cross a topographic break in
slope, suggesting that topography can cause barchan asymmetry.

To date there has not been any focused study on the role of
topography in causing dune asymmetry. Further field and model-
ing studies are required to ascertain the role that topography plays
in triggering asymmetry.
4. Discussion

4.1. Identifying the cause of barchan asymmetry on Mars

From a review of the literature it is clear that the complete range
of controlling factors that cause dune asymmetry is not well studied
and this imposes limitations on the inferences that can be made. The
following section is an attempt to interpret the cause of asymmetry
using morphological signatures that have been previously identified
in the literature (summarized in Table 1). It is hoped that this work
will stimulate rigorous field and modeling studies to gain further in-
sight into the range of factors causing asymmetry.

4.2. Morphological evidence of a bi-modal wind regime

On Earth asymmetric dunes that form in bi-modal winds have
distinct morphological attributes, the most notable being the
Table 1
Summary of morphological signatures on asymmetric barchans that suggest specific cause

Cause Morphological signature

Bi-directional wind regime
(Tsoar)

– Extended limb extends away from dune slip face
orientation
– Limb has seif form
– Kinked limb

Bi-directional wind regime
(Bagnold)

– Extended limb lies across dune slip face orientat
– Variable width (bead)
– Lee side slip face on the limb

Dune collision (including close
proximity)

– Dune upwind of asymmetric limb
– Vestiges of dune on windward slope
– Alternate arms extend on dunes in same dunefie
– Limb parallel to dune
– Beaded limb
– Kinked limb (tortuous sinuosity)
– Excessive limb length

Storm event/long duration
oblique wind

– Kinked limb
– Excessive length of limb

Topography – Limb is funnelled through topographic low
– Alternate limb extension over break in slope
– Extended limb correlates with dip of slope

Asymmetric sediment supply – Limb closest to dunefield is extended
– Extended limb is aligned along transport path
streamer from point source
placement of the asymmetric arm. In Tsoar’s model (1984) de-
scribed above, the asymmetric limb should have a distinct seif
form and extend away from the barchan (�120� azimuth)
(Fig. 7a). A potential example of Tsoar’s model on Mars is illus-
trated in Fig. 12. The asymmetric limb extends away from the dune
under the influence of gentler oblique winds and the opposite limb
appears eroded. If Tsoar’s inferred wind directions are applied, it
suggests strong winds parallel to the dune and gentler winds obli-
que to the extending limb.

In Bagnold’s model (1941), (sensu stricto) the growing limb mi-
grates across the front of the dune (Fig. 7b). Once it enters the sand
stream from the opposite barchan limb, it receives sand from both
wind regimes and grows more rapidly than the connecting limb
and a new dune (or bead) is formed along the extending limb axis.
Resultant limb morphologies include variable width, the develop-
ment of a lee side slip face on the limb and/or new dune formation.

Examples of the Bagnold model were difficult to find on Mars.
One tentative example is shown in Fig. 13 where the extending
limb crosses the path of the barchan. Slipfaces are difficult to de-
tect at this resolution, but the downwind portion of the limb ap-
pears higher and wider than the mid-section suggesting
preferential growth at that location as suggested by the Bagnold
model (Fig. 7b). If Bagnold’s inferred wind directions are applied
to this example, it suggests strong winds oblique to the extending
limb and gentler winds parallel to the barchan. It should be noted
that, in this example, proximity to the downwind dune may have
influenced the lateral migration/deflection of the limb.
4.3. Morphological evidence of other causes of barchan asymmetry

Our current understanding of the influence of bi-modal wind
regimes is that they often produce asymmetric limbs that either
cross the dune path or trend away from it. There are many exam-
ples on Mars where neither case is true and the asymmetric limb
lies parallel to the dune orientation. This limb alignment may be
an important morphological criterion indicating that additional
causes of asymmetry operate on Mars (e.g., collision, asymmetric
sediment supply or topography).
4.3.1. Dune collision
Dune collision includes both the effect of the proximity of an

upwind dune and the merging, absorption and lateral linking of
s of asymmetry.

Notes

ion Limited evidence to support the inferred wind directions on Earth or Mars

ld

Collision process may explain highly disorganized dunefield patterns and
the extreme length of limbs

Limited evidence to support this mechanism on Earth or Mars



Fig. 12. Asymmetric dunes on Mars caused by a bi-directional wind regime similar to that proposed by Tsoar (1984). (a) The placement of the limb away from the dune and
the seif-like limb morphology suggests that the predominant wind is parallel to the barchan (large arrow) while a more gentle oblique wind blow across the dune (small
arrow). MOC NA image E02-00732, 3.24 m/pixel, 103.9�W, 77.66�N. Illumination is from the top left and north is towards the bottom right. (b) An asymmetric barchan where
the barchan limb has a distinct seif morphology and extends away from the dune. The larger arrows indicate the direction of the inferred strongest winds and the smaller
arrows indicate the direction of the relatively gentle winds. The white arrow indicates the direction of seasonal defrosting wind streaks suggesting a third wind direction.
HiRISE image PSP_008208_2600, 245.9�E; 80.0�N, 25 cm/pixel. Illumination is from the right and north is towards the bottom right.

Fig. 13. Tentative example of asymmetric dunes on Mars caused by a bi-directional
wind regime similar to that proposed by Bagnold (1941). The gentle winds blow
parallel to the dune (small arrow) while the stronger oblique winds blow across the
dune (large arrow). The resultant morphology is that the barchan limb crosses the
dune path. MOC narrow angle image R2300624, 75.16�W; 73.55�N, 5.09 m/pixel.
Illumination is from bottom right and north is to the top left of image.
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dunes. Morphological evidence that an approaching dune caused
asymmetry would be the proximity of a dune upwind of an elon-
gated arm, particularly in a dunefield where alternate arms are
extending. One such example is shown for Earth in Fig. 10 and a
potential Mars example is shown in Fig. 14c (noted at i).

The morphological signature of dune merging would include the
vestiges of the impactor dune on the windward slope and/or surface
instability features on the windward slope or along the (beaded)
limb (discussed further below). In addition, the limb would extend
parallel to the dune. There are many examples on Mars where
dune-on-dune collision can be invoked to explain asymmetric pat-
terns. Fig. 14a is an example where the limb of one dune advances
over the windward slope of the target dune in laterally coalesced
barchans. Other examples involve axial collision with the extension
of a limb onto the windward slope of the dune (Fig. 14b and c).

Certain attributes of a dunefield pattern may help identify dune
collision as a cause of barchan asymmetry. These include a dune-
field where both symmetric and asymmetric dunes of similar scale
are juxtaposed and where there are asymmetric dunes with alter-
nate limbs extended (Fig. 10). Collision-caused limb extension and
merging likely results in the complex dune patterns observed in
some martian dunefields (Fig. 2a). These collisions are inferred to
occur in predominantly uni-directional winds that parallel the
dune orientation.
4.3.2. Topography
In many locations it is relatively easy to discern the influence

of topography in distorting dune form. For example, on Mars, sa-
tellite images of dunes show dune limb extension through topo-
graphic lows (Fig. 15b) (see also Fig. 5 in Bourke et al., 2004)
and across breaks in slope (Fig. 15a), similar to the example
from Peru (Fig. 11). In Fig. 15a opposite barchan limbs extend



Fig. 14. Examples of dune collision causing barchan asymmetry on Mars. (a) Lateral coalescence of two barchans has caused asymmetry (white arrow). MOC narrow angle
image M0204193, 239.61�W; 76.72�N, 3.22 m/pixel. Illumination is from the left and north is at the top. (b) Axial dune collision in a dunefield in Herschel Crater, Mars. HiRISE
image PSP_002728_1645, 131.9�E; 15.1�S, 25 cm/pixel. Illumination is from the right and north is at bottom of image. (c) Dunes merge with the windward slope of a
downwind barchan (arrows), causing the development of asymmetry. MOC narrow angle image S02-00846, 46.69�W; 82.41�N, 3.4 m/pixel. Illumination is from the bottom
right and north is towards right.
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suggesting that a bi-modal wind regime does not cause asymme-
try at this location. Perhaps more difficult to isolate are locations
where asymmetry is observed on sloped surfaces. These include
the trough walls where sediment is being supplied from the
North Polar basal unit to trough floor dunefields. Several of the
dunes on those slopes are asymmetric; however the influence
of bi-modal winds cannot be excluded (e.g., HiRISE image
PSP_001341_2650).
4.3.3. Asymmetric sediment supply
Asymmetric sediment supply may also be important on Mars

along the lateral margin of dunefields and in the elongated
troughs of Planum Boreum where sediment is locally released.
Similar to Earth, there are examples on Mars where dunes prox-
imal to the margin of large dunefields are asymmetric; however
the role of bi-modal winds cannot be excluded at any of these
locations.
5. Factors influencing barchan limb morphology

5.1. Linear limbs

Linear limbs are found on barchan dunes where asymmetry is
caused by bi-modal wind directions, dune collision and topogra-
phy. Therefore the occurrence of a linear limb alone may not be
as useful in inferring formative wind directions. However, there
are morphological attributes that may indicate aspects of the most
recent wind regime. For example, the linear limb in Fig. 3b displays
a significant difference in height between the body of the dune and
the extending limb. This configuration is reminiscent of an early
stage in Bagnold’s model (1941) which describes the extension of
a low tongue of sand downwind of the windward limb upon the re-
turn to less strong dune-parallel winds, following a series of obli-
que storms. He noted that the tongue of sediment was unstable
and would disappear if no further oblique storms occurred. This
interpretation suggests that there has been limited sediment sup-



Fig. 15. Potential examples of topography causing asymmetry on Mars. (a) Dunes
develop asymmetry as they cross over a topographic ridge in the north polar area on
Mars. HiRISE image PSP_009905_2650, 337.5�E; 85.0�N, 25 cm/pixel. Illumination is
from the left and north is at top right of image. (b) This anchored dune which has a
barchan form collects around a topographic obstacle in western Arabia Terra, Mars.
Dune limb elongates through gaps and around narrow topographic highs. HiRISE
Image PSP_002047_1890, �1.1�E; 8.8�N, 25 cm/pixel. Illumination is from the left
and north is at top of image.
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ply to the limb and that the image has captured an early stage of
asymmetry development on Mars. In support of this, the ripple ori-
entation along the limb indicates the most recent wind direction
was parallel to the dune orientation and not oblique.
5.2. Beaded limbs

A survey of the literature has identified four causes of beaded
limb morphology: the inherent instability of linear morphology
in uni-directional winds, dune-on-dune collision, change in wind
direction and enhanced sediment supply.

A beaded morphology may be due to the instability of linear
morphology in uni-directional winds. This has been demonstrated
in models of linear dunes on Mars that extend downwind from
dome dunes (Schatz et al., 2006) and in models of a sand bed under
uni-directional winds (<20� azimuth range) (Parteli, 2007).
Dune collision and a change in wind direction can also induce
surface-wave instability features on barchans. The impacting dune
causes large amplitude waves on the target dune flank, which am-
plify as they propagate downwind, eventually causing dune calving
from the limb. In a similar way, a change in wind direction (diurnal
or seasonal) will generate a series of surface waves on the dune
(Elbelrhiti et al., 2005).

The maximum wavelength of the instabilities produced by both
mechanisms is estimated at �20 m for Earth and 600 m for Mars
(Elbelrhiti et al., 2005). Although the wavelength of features in
Fig. 4b and c are significantly smaller (115 and 160 m) they fall
within the data distribution (Claudin, personal communication).
There are no vestiges of surface waves on the windward slopes
of the examples in Fig. 4. This suggests that the surface waves have
propagated to the limb and the windward slope has returned to a
stable profile, or that collision/convective instabilities were not
causes in this example.

The fourth cause of beaded limb morphology is where the
asymmetric limb migrates across the dune into the sediment flux
from the opposing arm (Fig. 7b) and may explain the bead develop-
ment in Fig. 13. Limbs that have a single large bead at the tip may
be due to limb extension and coalescence with a downwind dune
(e.g., Fig. 4b and d).

5.3. Kinked limbs

Modeling has demonstrated that a ‘kink’ develops on the elon-
gating barchan arm in a bi-modal wind regime (120� azimuth dif-
ference) when the duration of the oblique wind is �50% of the
duration of the primary dune winds (Parteli, 2007). The resultant
morphology produced in the model is similar to that in Fig. 5a. This
suggests that kinked limb morphology on martian dunes is a result
of long duration oblique winds above the sediment transport
threshold, a condition likely met during storm conditions.

The limbs that display a more torturous sinuosity or extreme
change in the direction of alignment (e.g., Fig. 6a and c) are pro-
posed to form as a result of dune coalescence and absorption. This
mechanism was proposed to enhance limb length in barchans in
Antarctica (described above). In that example, the resultant limb
morphology was linear (Bourke et al., 2009a). When an extending
barchan limb intersects and connects with a downwind dune sev-
eral morphologies may result. Examples are shown of the various
limb morphologies that can result (Fig. 6).

The dune in Fig. 6a has a morphology that suggests the merging
of several small crescentic dunes to each other along with the
extending limb from an upwind dune. Merging along this trajec-
tory has been both axial and lateral resulting in a highly torturous
sinuosity that does not resemble typical seif morphology. Observa-
tions from satellite images suggest that the scale of the extending
limb and the coalescing dunes should be similar for this limb pat-
tern to evolve.

The example in Fig. 6b has more similarity to seif morphology
with the exception of the distinctive kink (indicated at arrow).
However the limb is aligned parallel to the dune, which modeling
suggests is not possible in a bi-modal wind regime (Parteli, 2007).
This latter example illustrates that some asymmetric forms may be
influenced by several (sequential or coeval) processes (e.g., bi-
modal winds and dune collision).

The example in Fig. 6c is the likely result of the intersection of
two asymmetric barchans where opposite limbs had extended
prior to the merging of the two dunes. The resultant form has been
described as a ‘question mark’ dune (Hayward, personal communi-
cation). Further modeling and field studies will be important in
determining the cause of some of these unusual morphologies.

A notable feature of asymmetric limbs on Mars is their length.
For many of the longer limbs, the ratio of the limb length to the
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windward slope is between 3.5 and 7.5 (e.g., Figs. 2b, 3c, 5c, 6b and
12b). The extension and merging of several limbs and dunes down-
wind could explain the extreme lengths of ‘kinked’ barchanoid
limbs (Fig. 2c) and is likely an important mechanism in the evolu-
tion of the more complex dunefield patterns on Mars (e.g., Fig. 2a).
Another cause of the extreme length of limbs was demonstrated in
a modeling study where it was found that as the ratio of the obli-
que to the primary wind increases, so too does the elongation of
the limb (Parteli, 2007). This may explain the extreme limb lengths
in Figs. 3c, 5c and 12b.
6. Migration of asymmetric dunes

Asymmetric barchans in bi-modal wind regimes can evolve into
linear dunes (Bagnold, 1941; Tsoar, 1984). They may also exhibit
calving of small dome dunes from their extended limb or the trun-
cation of the limb (Fig. 4b). However, there are no reported studies
on the potential for asymmetric barchans to migrate. This is an
important question for Mars as to date, evidence of dune mobility
has been restricted to the disappearance and shrinkage of three
dome dunes (Bourke et al., 2008, 2009b) and the observation of ac-
tive grain flow features on avalanche faces (Fenton, 2006). There-
fore it is important to ascertain if a specific barchan form
effectively reduces dune migration rates, both on Earth and on
Mars.

The following summarizes preliminary field observations on
an asymmetric barchan in Namibia (Fig. 16). This area is the
location of active dune migration where symmetrical barchans
have been reported to move across and block transport routes.
The site was visited in September 2008 and the position of the
Fig. 16. Asymmetric barchan migration in the Namib Desert (13�17054.6300E; 20�2104.8
indicates the position of the dune in 2003 (dotted line) and the position estimated in the
nebkha dunes). This barchan is estimated to have migrated at �10 m/year while maintai
the image.
dune was mapped relative to stable features (rock outcrops,
large nebkha dunes and tire tracks which are known to last dec-
ades in this environment (Lalley and Viles, 2008). Using these
data, the position of the dune was compared to its location in
a June 2003 Quickbird image from Google Earth. The data show
that the asymmetric barchan migrated approximately 55 m be-
tween June 2003 and September 2008 – a rate of 10 m/year.
Although barchan migration rates are highly variable, these data
fall within the range reported for other sites in Namibia (e.g.,
Slattery, 1990) indicating that asymmetric form does not signif-
icantly reduce dune migration. Both the asymmetric planform
and the dune scale were maintained during migration (Fig. 16).
The morphodynamics of migrating asymmetric barchans require
further investigation.

There is evidence that asymmetric barchans also migrate on
Mars. Fig. 17 shows a small asymmetric barchan on Mars that
has distinct arcuate ridge features on the lower windward slope.
These ridges are proposed to be the preserved remnants of aeolian
sediments that likely formed at the base of the then active slipface,
cemented by ice or geochemical processes. Analogs for these pro-
cesses are found at White Sands National Monument (see Plate
VII in McKee, 1966) or the Victoria Valley dunefield, Antarctica
(see Fig. 27 in Morris et al., 1972). The planform of ridge ii is similar
to that of the active slipface (Fig. 17i). This suggests that the dune
was asymmetric at the time of ridge ii formation and that the dune
retained its asymmetric form whilst migrating downwind. Unlike
the example from Namibia, we do not have information on the rate
of dune migration or indeed if dunes are actively migrating on
Mars. Nonetheless, the data indicate that dune asymmetric form
alone should not significantly inhibit dune migration on Earth or
Mars.
300S). Image in the left panel is from Google Earth acquired in 2003. Right panel
field in 2008 (solid line) from relatively stable features (outcrop, vehicle tracks and

ning an asymmetric planform. Illumination is from the top and north is to the top of



Fig. 17. Morphological evidence of the migration of asymmetric dunes on Mars. Note the two (ii and iii) low ridge features on the windward slope that are similar to the
outline of the base of the slipface (i). These ridges are proposed to be remnant, cemented, slipface sediments that mark the former position of the barchan slipface prior to
migration. They indicate that the dune has had an asymmetric form since at least position (ii). The dune has migrated downwind whilst maintaining the asymmetric form.
HiRISE image PSP_009677_2775, 82.4�N, 313.6�E. Illumination is from the bottom right and north is to the top right.
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6.1. Using barchan asymmetric form to discern formative wind
regimes

The morphological signatures of a bi-modal wind regime are
discernable in satellite images and are sufficiently discrete from
other signatures to suggest that they can be used to infer formative
wind directions on planetary surfaces. However, care must be ta-
ken in undertaking this approach.

First, data collection should be from a large area (i.e., the dune-
field scale) and not on a select few dunes. Second, similar-scale
dunes should be sampled. Figs. 8 and 9 illustrate a dunefield where
the smaller dunes do not display the same asymmetric planform as
the larger dunes, i.e. they tend to be more symmetric. This can re-
sult if the large dunes within the same field are oriented to an older
wind regime and younger smaller dunes to a more recent wind re-
gime (Ewing et al., 2006; Lancaster et al., 2002). Alternatively, the
smallest dunes in the field may reflect seasonal winds, whereas the
larger dune configurations may represent the annual wind regime
(Kocurek et al., 1992; Werner and Kocurek, 1997).

Third, several processes (e.g., collision and bi-modal winds) may
operate on a given dunefield over time and the user must be care-
ful in assigning specific processes to observed form so that the
morphological signatures used are the result of the wind regime.

Finally, it has been shown that asymmetric dunes may occur in
locations where seasonal winds blow from several directions (e.g.
Fig. 9). Not all of these regimes are effective sediment transport re-
gimes and not all are capable of modifying dune form. Therefore, in
using dune morphology to reconstruct wind regime, it should be
noted that it is only the effective winds that can be discerned
and the regime may be significantly more variable than the dune
morphology suggests.

Nevertheless, the morphological signatures identified here have
the potential to yield information on the relative strength of forma-
tive winds and indicate the directions from which they blew. In
addition, the occurrence of specific storm events may also be iden-
tified. This level of detail may not be attained through meso-scale
atmospheric models, but are clearly geomorphologically effective
events. In addition, models that have identified diurnal variability
in both direction and strength (Rafkin and Michaels, 2003) can use
these morphological signatures to test model output in locations
where both modeling efforts and asymmetric forms coincide.
7. Conclusion

Dune asymmetry on Mars represents a morphological adjust-
ment to the local environment. Three mechanisms have been iden-
tified to cause asymmetry: bi-directional winds, dune collision and
topography. A fourth, asymmetric sediment supply, may be impor-
tant in locations, but has yet to be identified.

A simple morphological classification of asymmetric limbs is
presented for dunes on Earth and Mars. Dunes are classed as linear,
beaded and kinked. These along with other dune attributes are
used to identify the causes of asymmetry.

Barchan asymmetry has the potential to help identify aspects of
the formative wind regime at seasonal/diurnal time scales. For
example, seif-like morphologies that trend either across or away
from the barchan suggest bi-directional winds and the relative
strength of those winds can be determined from the placement
of the barchan limb. The development of a distinct slipface along
the barchan arm (a kinked morphology) suggests a long duration
oblique wind or the passage of a storm. A beaded limb can be
caused by storm winds parallel to the dune.

The orientation of the asymmetric limb parallel to the dune is
unusual for asymmetric barchans and suggests that dune-on-dune
collision may be an important cause of asymmetry on Mars. This
mechanism is proposed to explain the extension of alternate limbs
within the same dunefield. In addition, collision, combined with
limb extension and downwind merging, is probably an important
control on some of the more disorganized dunefield patterns on
Mars.

Finally, the first field evidence is presented for the migration of
asymmetric dunes. Field data from both Namibia and Mars demon-
strate that barchans with asymmetric form retain the ability to mi-
grate and in Namibia, these rates are similar to those of
symmetrical barchan dunes in the region.

As several causes of asymmetry have been identified, some of
which have similar morphologies (e.g. beaded limbs can be caused
by a storm or dune collision) care should be taken to ensure that
the appropriate signatures for the wind regime are used. The fea-
tures outlined in this paper provide a guide. In addition analysis
should be undertaken on areas representative of the dunefield
and sample dunes should be of similar scale. Further modeling
combined with field studies of dune form will allow for a more
confidant assessment of the formative wind regimes on Mars and
other extraterrestrial surfaces.
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